The article is written by Bernd Klötzer, owner and CEO of bkl 3d GmbH. He has
worked with mold manufacturing for injection molding of plastic parts for more than
20 years. The company has extensive experience in the development of contour
near cooling and lattice structure inside the mold by additive manufacturing incl.
laser texturing. Representative for bkl 3d in Scandinavia is Bob Schuler/Swisstec
Skandinavien AB

Additive manufacturing of
injection molds, forming tools with laser 3D

Mold insert for lipstick cover

The company bkl 3 GmbH works with contour near cooling and lattice structure of
the mold. They select the original steel to get the cooling channels close to the
contour. Since 2006, they use the metal powder 1.2709 in additive manufacturing.
This is due to its good steel properties which make it possible to manufacture tool
mold inserts with contour-close tempering (cooling). After additive manufacturing,
the molten steel has the same properties as the original material 1.2709 and this
oﬀers completely new possibilities.

After laser generation, these mold-inserts, tools have a 100% compliance with the
rolled steel and can be hardened. After hardened a value of 52 HRc is reached. Non
hardened value is 35 HRc.
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1.2709 is a martensite-hardened high-alloy hot-work steel which is hardened at a
temperature of around 500° C. The hardened mold insert or tool can be compared to the
tool steels 2343 and 2344 in terms of wear resistance. Through the optimal cooling, a
longer mold life time life is also achieved.
The contour-near cooling provides a more even temperature on the mold surface and
consequently the plastic part can be produced faster and with higher quality.

Temperature distribution
The skew (wry) on the plastic part already begins with the injection. If there is an uneven
temperature distribution in the mold the skew is more or less pre-programmed. The
classic cooling automatically provides a variation of the distance between the cooling
channel and the mold cavity, which makes an optimal cooling eﬀect impossible. With a
contour-close cooling of the insert, on the other hand, it is possible to accurately measure
that the part is cooled optimally and equally around its entire contour.

This gives the contour-close cooling advantages compared to conventional molding tools:
Smoother temperature on the cavity surface. Smoother and faster cooling of the plastic
part. Adjusting the mold temperature from one second to the next is possible, something
that is especially useful for elongated plastic parts to regulate the heat at different levels
during the injection.

Results with the contour near cooling

When checking with a thermal camera, the tempering unit connecting on two cooling
circuits, it was found that within 3 seconds the temperature changed by + or - 50° C
on the cup in the picture below.

With the contour-close cooling, there is a reduction of 41% from 24 sec to 14 sec
With the contour-close cooling in the same tool, there is a reduction was then 41%. In
general, there is talk of a cycle time shortening of 5 - 40 percent depending on the
partial geometry of the plastic part. The cooling time is often also aﬀected by the
pollution in the cooling channels. With the contour-near cooling, there are no corners
and flow brakting, so the pollution is minimized automatically. Smooth linear flow in the
channels is an advantage as well as high flow rate in the channels.
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Results with the conventional cooling

!
Cooling time was 24 sec with the conventional cooling
on the older mold tool

Manufacturing with 3D printing (AM)

!

!

!

Bas unit

Laser manufacturing in the equipment

!
Finished mold insert in the 3D printer Micro blasted hardened mold insert
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Advantages of base unit.
Another advantage is obtained with laser generation, namely to use it as a base unit.
Through this combination, the base part can be manufactured more quickly conventionally by milling or in another way. The remaining mold insert is then built up on
the lower part with the help of 3D printing. Here, both parts must consist of the same
material to avoid surprises during manufacture or later. bkl 3d GmbH is a service
provider and can oﬀer the tool manufacturers laser generation already at a quote.

New laser technology
A comparison of both manufacturing methods is not simple. Laser generation facilitates
a lot and some parts disappears and thus savings are made.
Any price comparison will not be complete, as several factors must be taken into
account, such as cooling boreholes, electrode manufacturing, cooling cores, tool steel,
hardening and milling.
Each tool is unique and thus it is more diﬃcult to calculate and compare costs. In the
manufacture of a tool, one has always strived for a good cooling (tempering control)
and with laser technology you can more quickly come to a positive result in
comparison with the traditional cooling channels.

Costs

Today, you can count on an average of 5 percent or slightly higher costs for complex
geometries of the mold insert, however, you get in a short time a significant benefit in
production with laser technology. You can thus easily ignore this additional cost, see
formula for calculation of profit below.
Profit calculation for 3D-printed form inserts resp. contour-close cooling channels.
Profit = Time saving in percent (shorter cycle time) x production costs/hour x number of
production hours. Quality benefits not included.

Examples of the mold insert, the cooling channel design and the finished cup
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Lattice structure (or honey bee structure)
The next step that bkl 3d has made is to develop the lattice structure of the form insert,
these means to reduce the weight of the mold insert significantly. This mold insert
together with the contour-close cooling has compared with a similar mold tool without
weight och material savings (a solid metallic structure) and with traditional cooling.

Example of a honey bee or lattice structure
The advantage of this structure resp. volume reduction is a weight and material
reduction without compromising the tool's solidity. Through these design inside the
insert is this as stable as a solid form.
The result of this mold was an elimination of streaks and that the cycle time was
reduced from 54 to 21 seconds. The mold temperature was raised from 80° C to
140° C below the injection. The result was also a brilliant surface similar to a piano
lacquer surface.
The contour-near cooling together with the lattice structure resulted in another testmold that only two shots were needed to achieve a thermal balance, this means the
number of scraps was further reduced the cassation when production began. Without
these two parameters, 12 shots were needed to reach thermal balance.

A complement
Laser generation will not replace the classic manufacturing method such as milling,
grinding, erosion, etc. but is a complement to manufacturing mold tools to achieve
higher quality and shorter cycle times.
The traditional mold making is needed because today's laser generation is produced
with a surface value of Ra 6.3 μm and with a material topping of 0.3 - 0.5 mm or more,
depending on need, and must then be finished processed.
Polymervärlden n. 4-20 in Swedish and translated to English by Bob Schuler,
Swisstec Skandinavien AB
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